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Abstract

With the advent of WWW, there is considerable interest in programs that can migrate from one host to another and execute. For instance, Java programs are increasingly being used to add dynamic content to a web page. When a user accesses the web page through a browser, the browser migrates the Java program and executes it at the user's site. Mobile programs are appealing because they support efficient utilization of network resources and extensibility of information servers. However, since they cross administrative domains, they have the ability to access a host site's protected resources. For instance, they can potentially read a user's private files, access and modify personal information, and steal proprietary information.

In this paper, we present a novel approach for allowing a site to protect and control the local resources that external Java programs can access. In this approach, a site uses a declarative policy language to specify a set of constraints on accesses to local resources and the conditions under which they apply. A set of code transformation tools enforce these constraints on a Java program by integrating the code for checking access constraints into the program and the site's resource definitions. Executions of the resulting modified mobile program and resources satisfy all access constraints, thereby protecting the site's resources. Because this approach does not require resources to make an explicit call to a reference monitor, as implemented in the Java runtime system, the approach does not depend upon a particular runtime system implementation.
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1 Introduction

With the advent of the WWW [3], there is considerable interest in developing runtime infrastructures for the mobile computing model. In the mobile computing model [5, 22, 4], programs, called mobile programs in this paper, have the ability to compute at a host, stop their execution, migrate to another host, and restart their executions. The mobile computing model is appealing because it supports efficient utilization of network resources and extensibility of information servers. Also, the model is ideally suited for extensible distributed system structures such as the Internet.

Although appealing from both system design and extensibility points of view, the mobile computing model raises a number of security concerns, namely:

- **Authorization**: Is the mobile program authorized to execute at a host?
- **Safety**: Does the mobile program have the ability to interfere with the executions of other programs (including the operating system and runtime systems) by reading and writing into their name spaces?
- **System resource allocation**: Does the mobile program have the ability to starve programs by consuming too much of system resources (such as cpu, memory and disk)?
- **Access control**: Can the mobile program access local resources that it is not allowed to access?

While a host must protect itself against all of the above security problems, our focus in this paper is primarily on the problem of access control. We emphasize that the access control problem for mobile programs is identical to the access control problem for applets [2, 11]. A solution for the access control problem for mobile programs is, thus, applicable for applets as well.

We describe the access control problem in the mobile computing domain by first examining how mobile programs access resources at a site. In figure 1, we show a program, $P$, that migrates to a host, $H_1$. The mobile program runtime system at the host constructs an execution image, $P_e$, of the program by binding the local resources (such as $R_1$, $R_2$, and $R_3$) with $P$. Note that the binding involves linking, either statically or dynamically, all code that $H_1$ provides for accessing the local resources. The runtime system then creates an execution environment for $P$ and start its execution.

During the execution, $P$ accesses the local resources by invoking methods on them.

The access control problem involves allowing a site to control a mobile program’s ability to access resources such as $R_1$, $R_2$, and $R_3$. Traditional operating systems [12] implement a notion of access control by limiting accesses to specific resources that the operating systems administer. For instance, they allow users to impose restrictions on accesses to files they own.

We note that the access control problem in the mobile computing domain differs from the traditional access control models in many ways: First, there are no fixed set of resources that a site can administer; different sites may define different resources. An access control mechanism, thus, cannot be based on
controlling accesses to specific resources. It should be applicable to any resource that a host or a user may define and export. Second, the access control model should be customizable in that it should allow access control policies to be changed from one site to another, one mobile program to another and one resource to another. Third, the access control model should support a weaker notion of access control. In traditional access control models, access control involves either allowing an access or completely denying it. In the mobile computing domain, we argue for a conditional access control model where accesses to resources can be conditional [17]. In other words, a site may allow a mobile program to access resources if certain conditions are met. These conditions may depend on the state of mobile programs, state of resources, mobile program runtime state and/or security state. For instance, a database vendor may specify that if there are more than 20 mobile programs in the system, each mobile program can only access its database up to ten times. In this example, a mobile program’s ability to access the database depends on a runtime system state (number of mobile programs running) and a security state (number of times mobile programs access the database).

Access control specification and enforcement have been studied in great detail. The different approaches can be classified into three categories: operating system-based, runtime system-based, and language-based approaches. In the operating system-based approaches [12, 1], an operating system implements a specific access control model which specifies how system-wide resources such as files, the network and displays can be accessed. A site specifies its security policy within the framework of the security policy model. The operating system enforces the security policy by checking the type of access to resources. In runtime system-based approaches [6, 9], a runtime system enforces specific controls over accesses to various objects. Each method first calls a security manager (or permission controller) which checks to ensure that the method call is permitted. In language-based techniques [7, 24, 21, 14] access control policies are specified along with a program specification. A compiler not only generates code for the program but also for enforcing security policies.

While the OS-based and language-based approaches do support various levels of access control, each has certain limitations. Operating system-based approaches are limited in that the access control model applies only to the resources managed by the operating system. Usually, they cannot be extended to specify and enforce access control over user-defined resources. The language-based approaches are also limited in that they cannot be applied for enforcing constraints on mobile programs. This is because mobile programs have the ability to migrate from one site to another, each with different access control policies. In many cases, the access control policies are unknown. It is, thus, not possible to pre-compile such access control policies in the mobile program code.

The runtime system-based approaches (especially the Java runtime system’s security model) are more extensible in that users can define different access policies for different resources. However, enforcement of access control policies require that implementations of resources make explicit calls to a security manager [6, 15] or an access controller [9]. This means that code for every resource must include an explicit access control check call. The approach, thus, will not work for those resources that are not designed with security in mind.

What is needed is a flexible and general mechanism for specifying and enforcing conditional access control. This paper presents such a conditional access control model along with mechanisms for specifying and enforcing access constraints. Specifically, the paper addresses the following:

- **What is the notion of access control in mobile programs?** The access control problem involves al-
allowing a site to control a mobile program’s ability to access resources. We propose an access control model in which mobile programs can access specific resources if certain conditions are met. The paper also presents a model of inheritance for access constraints. An important aspect of our model is that access constraints are specified separately from both mobile program and resource definitions.

- **How can access constraints be enforced?** We present a novel mechanism in which access constraints are enforced by integrating access constraint checks directly into mobile program and host resource code. The idea of transforming binary code to enforce security is quite novel in that the access control mechanisms can be used to define and enforce access constraints to systems that were not designed with security in mind. We have implemented a version of the mechanism for mobile programs represented using the Java byte code [16].

- **What is the performance characteristics of our approach?** The performance results show that the overhead of our approach is moderate. Further, our approach performs better than Java’s runtime system based approach in certain cases.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains a brief overview of our approach. Section 3 contains a description of our resource access model and how accesses to various resources can be specified. Section 4 describes an implementation of this model. Section 5 contains an analysis of the performance behavior. Section 6 relates this approach to other related work. Section 7 contains a summary of the approach and discussion of future work.

## 2 Overview

In this section, we give a brief overview of our approach. The approach implements a conditional access control model for mobile programs through two components: an access constraint specification language, and an access constraint enforcement tool.

### 2.1 Access constraint specification

The access constraint specification language is used to specify constraints over accesses to resources. In this section, we only present the motivation for the language. The details can be found in Section 3.

A mobile program accesses a resource by invoking methods on the resource. For instance, in figure 2(a), we show that program \( P \) invokes a method \( f \) to access resource \( R \). During the execution, the control jumps to \( f \), executes \( f \), and returns back to \( P \) upon termination. This implements a simple access semantics in which there are no constraints on accesses to \( R \) through \( f \). Such an implementation allows unrestricted access to \( R \).

Our approach is to allow a host to strengthen the access relationship between \( P \) and \( R \) by adding a constraint, \( B \) (see figure 2(b)), that specifies that function \( f \) can be invoked only if constraint \( B \) permits
it. A site, thus, restricts accesses to its resources by enumerating a set of access constraints. The access constraints form the access control policy at the site.

### 2.2 Access constraint enforcement

The second component of our approach includes a set of tools that enforce the access constraints specified by a site. We describe the overall approach taken by the tools in this section. An implementation of the tools is described in Section 4.

In our approach, the tools enforce the access constraints by integrating the constraint checking code into the mobile program and resource codes. For instance, in figure 3, we show how the approach works. As $P$ arrives at $H_1$, the access constraint enforcement tools examine $P$, local access constraints, and resource definitions to determine various access relationships. The tools then generate a set of constraint checking code and patch the code into $P$ and $R_1$, $R_2$, and $R_3$. The modified program then executes and accesses resources through the constraint checking code. Executions of this code ensures that $P$ can access a resource only if site-specified constraints are true.

We make a number of observations about the approach. In this approach, a site specifies access constraints separately from both mobile program definitions and resource definitions. This has implications on how access control code is managed and enforced at a site:

- Both access constraints and resource definitions can be modified independently from each other. This makes it easy for a site to specify different access constraints for different mobile programs for the same resource. For instance, a site may specify that mobile program $P$ can access $R$ under condition $B_p$ whereas mobile program $Q$ can access $R$ under condition $B_q$.

- The same set of access constraints can be applied to different resources without requiring one to copy it from one resource to another. For instance, if a single access constraint $B$ applies to multiple resources, it can be defined once and used for all resources.

- An important advantage of the separation is that the approach can be used for enforcing security on resources that were not designed with security in the first place. In other words, the security compo-
ponent can be added to a resource after it has been designed. In addition, it frees a library designer or resource designer from thinking about security aspects when designing and implementing the library.

The rest of the paper gives the details of the access control mode, the tools, and the performance characteristics of the approach.

3 Access control model

We now describe our access control model that a site can use for specifying access constraints. The access control model includes two elements: a resource model for defining resources that a site wants to control, and an access constraint specification language for expressing access control policies. We describe the two in detail below.

3.1 Resource model

A site provides a number of local resources to a mobile program. These resources include utility libraries, definitions for accessing files, networks and other devices, and interfaces to other resources such as proprietary databases. For instance, a site providing access to a weather database will export a set of interfaces that specify how the database can be accessed. We assume that sites use Java for defining the interfaces of the resources they export. Further, they use Java’s inheritance model for defining the resource class hierarchy.

3.2 Access constraint specification language

The access constraint specification language includes two elements: a notation for specifying constraints over accesses to resources and an inheritance model for access constraints.

3.2.1 Access constraints

The basis for the language is derived from the observation that control over accesses to specific resources can be defined in terms of a set of constraints over access relationships between entities of a mobile program. The language provides a simple mechanism for specifying the conditions under which relationships among entities (such as classes and methods) of programs are valid. Below, we describe the syntax and semantics of the notation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Constraints} & ::= \{ \text{AccessConstraint} \} \\
\text{AccessConstraint} & ::= \text{deny } ' ( [ \text{Entity} ] \text{ Relationship Entity } ) ' \text{ when Condition} \\
\text{Relationship} & ::= \leftrightarrow | \not\rightarrow \\
\text{Entity} & ::= \text{ClassIdentifier} | \text{MethodIdentifier} \\
\text{Condition} & ::= \text{BooleanExpression}
\end{align*}
\]

A site controls accesses to various objects by defining a set of access constraints. We describe the various terms in the grammar informally below:

- **Entity**: An entity denotes objects and method invocations of a mobile program. A ClassIdentifier, thus, identifies the set of objects to which a given access relationship applies. Similarly, a MethodIdentifier denotes the set of invocations of a method.
Relationship: The composition mechanisms of a programming language allow one to define various relationships (data composition through aggregation and inheritance, and program composition through method invocations) among the entities of a program. We are primarily interested in the following two access relationships here:

1. Instantiate (\(\triangleright\)): A relation \(R_1 \triangleright R_2\) is true if an entity \(R_1\) creates an instance of class \(R_2\).
2. Invoke (\(\mapsto\)): A relation \(R_1 \mapsto R_2\) is true if an entity \(R_1\) invokes an entity \(R_2\).

Condition: The term Condition denotes a boolean expression that can be defined in terms of object states, program state (global state), mobile program runtime system state, security state, and parameters of methods.

Semantics: An access constraint of the form \(\text{deny } (R_1 \sigma R_2) \text{ when Condition}\) specifies that if Condition is true, entity \(R_1\) cannot access \(R_2\) through relationship \(\sigma\). Note that \(R_1\) is optional. Hence, there are two kinds of access constraints: all access constraints and selective access constraints. All access constraints denote those constraints that do not depend on the initiator of the access relationship. For instance, as shown in figure 4(a), no object can access \(R\) when \(B\) is true. Selective access constraints denote those constraints that depend on the initiator of the access relationship. For instance, as shown figure 4(b), each \(R_i\)'s access to \(R\) is constrained by a separate \(B_i\).

Examples of all access constraints are shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraint</th>
<th>Semantics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>deny ((\triangleright) (C_2) when (B))</td>
<td>No instances of (C_2) can be created if (B) is true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deny ((\mapsto) (C_2.M_2) when (B))</td>
<td>Method (M_2) of class (C_2) cannot be invoked if (B) is true</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples of selective access constraints are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraint</th>
<th>Semantics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>deny ((C_1.M \triangleright C_2) when (B))</td>
<td>Method (M) of class (C_1) cannot create an object of (C_2) if (B) is true.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deny ((C_1.M_1 \mapsto C_2.M_2) when (B))</td>
<td>Method (M_1) of class (C_1) cannot invoke (M_2) of (C_2) if (B) is true.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The access constraint enforcement tools implement the two kinds of constraints differently.

In our approach, the default is to allow all accesses unless a site specifically denies them. We call this model the active denial model. This is unlike most approaches in which the default is to deny all requests.
unless a site specifically allows them. We call this model the **active permission model**. The active permission model certainly provides better guarantees about system security in cases when a site makes mistakes about specifying access control policy, the reasoning being that it is better to deny legitimate users than allow illegitimate users.

We chose to use the active denial model because we want to construct a unified access control framework for all method invocations. In other words, every action (every method call, object creation, deletion, etc.) is conceivably a security relevant event which a site may want to control. For instance, we want to be able to specify constraints such as users can invoke a function, say sqrt, only 10 times. Implementation of this access control model using the active permission model would require that a site define permissions for every method (including local methods and library) calls, which can be quite cumbersome. Most approaches deal with this problem by requiring that if a site wants to enforce access control over a method M, they embed calls to an access controller checker within M. The checker enforces an active permission model over calls to M. All resources that do not embed calls are not checked and hence can be accessed by anyone. Such models, thus, differentiate between resources that must be protected, through embedded calls, and those that need not. Our approach uses a single mechanism for handling both. We note that the active denial model can be used to implement the active permission model by representing the permission conditions through the negation of denial conditions. However, this can be quite cumbersome. We are, therefore, looking at ways of integrating the active permission model in our language.

### 3.2.2 Inheritance of access constraints

We now present an inheritance model for access constraints. The inheritance model describes what denials to access resources mean in terms of denials to subclasses of resources. In figure 5, we show two classes, $R_c$ and $R_s$. $R_s$ is a subclass of $R_c$. Class $R_c$ defines a method $f$ which $R_s$ inherits. The figure also shows the following access constraints on accesses to $f$ from $R$:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{deny } (R \rightarrow R_c,f) \text{ when } B_c \\
\text{deny } (R \rightarrow R_s,f) \text{ when } B_s
\end{align*}
\]

In the inheritance model, constraints on access relationships are inherited by subclasses. However, a subclass cannot override the inherited access constraints. Access constraints can only be strengthened through additional constraints. Hence, the resulting access constraint on invocations of $f$ on an object of $R_c$ is:
In other words, method \( R_s, f \) cannot be invoked from \( R \) if either \( B_c \) or \( B_s \) is true. This model of inheritance ensures that a mobile program cannot override the access constraints on methods by defining a subclass and by weakening the access constraint. Note that an access constraint defined in a class is not reflected in its super-classes. Note also that the model applies for access constraints on \( \neg \) as well. That is, if a class \( R_C \) cannot be instantiated, none of its subclasses can be instantiated.

### 3.2.3 Examples

We now present three examples. The first example implements a simple file access control mechanism. The second example shows how we can use the state of the runtime system to control accesses to resources. Finally, the last example shows how we can associate specific security states with program components and use these states to specify access control.

**Example 3.1. (File Access Control).** In this example, we implement the constraints on files that a mobile program can access. Assume that mobile programs access local files by invoking methods on the following class:

```java
class File {
    public File(String Name);
    public char Read();
    public void Write(char data);
    public String GetFileName();
}
```

The following constraint specifies that file “/etc/passwd” cannot be opened by the mobile program:

```java
deny (\( R \rightarrow R_s, f \)) when \( B_s \lor B_c \)
```

Here we introduce a new notation within the boolean expression. The terms \( #1 \) and \( #2 \) refer to the entities before and after the relationship, respectively. Thus, in the above expression the term \( #2, \text{GetFileName()} \) can be read \( \text{File.GetFileName()} \).

The access constraint that the mobile program can only read files \( A \) and \( B \) can be specified by expressions of the form:

```java
deny (\( R \rightarrow \text{File.Read} \))
when (\( #2, \text{GetFileName()} = \text{‘/etc/passwd’} \))
```

As we can see from the above example, an access constraint can control executions of methods on the basis of program states. In certain cases, a site may wish to impose constraints on the basis of the state associated with the runtime system or the underlying operating system. The policy language allows specification of such constraints. We show this through an example:
Example 3.2. (Network access control). Assume that the following defines the interface for making network connections:

```java
Class Socket {
    void Open(Host hostId, int SocketId);
    void Write(Bytes data);
    Bytes Read();
    ...
}
```

Also, assume that the runtime system keeps track of the number of network connections that have already been opened. (This forms the state associated with the runtime system.) Let method `Runtime.System.Netowrk.NumConnections()` return the number of open connections. A constraint that limits the number of network connections to a specific upper-bound can be specified in the following manner:

```
deny ( ⊢ Socket)
    when (Runtime.Network.NumConnections() == UPPERBOUND)
```

In addition to the runtime system state, a runtime system may wish to store information for implementing access control. We call this kind of information security state. A site may associate a security state with a method, object, or a group of objects, and may define constraints over accesses to methods on the basis of the security state. For instance, a security state may capture information such as the number of times method `sqrt` has been called. Specific control over resources can, therefore, be specified by denying services on the basis of the security states of resources. We present an example below that illustrates this:

Example 3.3. (Control over number of accesses). Assume that we want to implement the constraint that a program `p` can invoke a function, say `f`, that locks a file at most ten times in order to prevent the effective use of a covert channel.

This can be implemented by associating an object, say `SecurityState`, with `p`. The object keeps track of the number of times `p` calls `f`. Let method `SecurityState.CheckCount(int x)` be defined in the following manner:

```java
public boolean CheckCount(int x) {
    if (count < x) {
        UpdateCount(); // increment the counter
        return(false);
    }
    else return(true);
}
```

The access constraint

```
deny (p → f) when SecurityState.CheckCount(10)
```

specifies that `p` can invoke `f` at most 10 times.
4 Implementation

In this section, we describe an implementation of our approach. The implementation involves enforcing a set of access constraints on mobile programs represented using the Java byte code [16]. While the primary goal of our research project is to develop runtime techniques for supporting secure and efficient executions of mobile programs in general, our initial focus has been on developing support for mobile Java programs only. We have chosen the Java byte code as the intermediate representation language because a Java byte code-based representation of a class contains semantic information, such as types and access relationship, which the tools can use to enforce access constraints.

4.1 Enforcement of constraints

Access constraints are enforced by modifying a mobile Java program in such a way that the execution of the modified program satisfies the access constraints. In figure 6, we show the various steps that a mobile program goes through before it is downloaded in the runtime system. When a program \( P \) arrives at a site \( H_1 \), it is transformed into a program \( P' \) such that an execution of \( P' \), in addition to implementing the execution semantics of \( P \), satisfies the access constraints \( A_c \) imposed by the site \( X \). In this figure, \( R \) specifies interfaces for the resources and libraries that the site makes available to mobile programs. \( l \) denotes the local libraries that are linked into \( P \). The transformation is achieved by two tools: an access constraint compiler and a byte code editor.

The primary goal of the access constraint compiler is to determine how the mobile program \( P \) and resource definitions should be modified in order to implement \( A_c \). It does so by first determining the type information associated with various entities in the mobile program, libraries, and the exported interfaces. It then determines the various instantiate and invoke relationships between the objects specified in the access constraints. Finally, it generates code fragments \( s \) which implement specific access constraints, and a set of editing instructions \( e_i \) for the byte code editor. The binary editor uses \( e_i \) to integrate the generated
code (s) within \( P \) and libraries \( (l) \). The modified program \( (P') \) is then loaded in the runtime system and executed. We have separated the notion of editing from code generation in order to make the byte code editor a generic tool for modifying and transforming mobile Java programs.

We now describe how we extract type and access relationships from mobile programs, generate code, and edit the Java class file.

### 4.1.1 Type extraction

Type extraction involves examining Java class files to determine type definitions declared in the class files. Type definitions are used for constructing a resource model automatically from class files as well as for determining how a mobile program should be modified. This can be done easily since Java class files maintain complete symbolic information about a class. Our type extraction technique makes use of two entities within the Java class file: the constant pool section and the method definition section. The constant pool is similar to a symbol table in that it contains all of the information needed to dynamically link classes. It is an index to the symbolic references of fields, classes, interfaces and methods, as well as their names. It also contains all literals, both string and numeric, used throughout the class. For example, a `methodref` entry in the constant pool includes all the symbolic information associated with a method. It contains two constant pool indexes: one for the class name and one for the name and type of the method. The method definitions section defines each method and identifies them by name and signature.

### 4.1.2 Extraction of access relationships

The second step involves examining the mobile program code to determine invocation and instantiation relationships among different objects. The constraint compiler searches the bodies of methods for method invocation instructions. In the Java byte code, four opcodes \( \text{invokevirtual}, \text{invokespecial}, \text{invokestatic}, \text{and invokeinterface} \) are used for method invocation. Each method invocation instruction has an operand which indexes into the constant pool. Since this index is either a `methodref` entry or an `interfacecref` entry, the class name, method name, and signature of the method being invoked is immediately available. Both `instantiate` and `invoke` relationships are, thus, determined by searching the method bodies for one of the four invoke opcodes and matching it with the object’s class name, method name, and signature. Note that this information may not be entirely valid due to the dynamic binding of methods. This problem is discussed in detail in the following sections.

### 4.1.3 Code generation and binary editing

We now describe the nature of the code that is generated and its integration within mobile programs. Note that our code generation and editing involves modifying class definitions, in order to add security states and runtime states to mobile programs, and inserting runtime checks into methods. Care must be taken in transforming the code so that the interfaces of classes do not change.

An access constraint of the form

\[
\text{deny } (R_1 \text{ Relation } R_2) \text{ when } B
\]

is implemented by generating the following code:
if \( B \) then error(); // raise exception
else access \( R_2 \)

and patching it into the mobile program and resource definitions. The nature of the editing depends on the
nature of the access constraints. A constraint of the form

\[
deny (\text{Relation } R_2) \text{ when } B
\]

specifies constraints on accesses to \( R_2 \) without any regard to objects or methods that may access the resource.
The generated code is, thus, integrated into the method definition of \( R_2 \). On the other hand, a constraint of the
form

\[
deny (R_1 \text{ Relation } R_2) \text{ when } B
\]

imposes conditions on accesses to \( R_2 \) from \( R_1 \). The generated code is, thus, patched into all accesses to \( R_2 \)
from \( R_1 \).

Security state objects are added to a class definition by using the statement

\[
\text{add SecurityStateType SecurityStateObject to } R
\]

In addition, this object is automatically initialized in the constructor for class \( R \). An example of how such
an object might be used is given in the performance analysis in Section 5.

4.1.4 Observations

There are a number of small details that must be taken care of whenever code is added into the middle of a
method body. First, such additions run the risk of invalidating jump instructions. Java bytecode uses relative
offsets for jumps. In other words, the operand for a jump instruction is relative to the current instruction and
not to the beginning of the method body. Adding code between a jump instruction and its target requires the
offsets to be modified. Our implementation reads the method body as a list of instruction objects. It then
creates a second list of pointers to jump instructions and their destinations. After the byte code editor adds
code to the method, the distance between these two pointers in the instruction list is recalculated. A similar
technique is used whenever a part of the Java class file refers to offsets within the method bodies, such as
the exception table.

In addition to fixing jump instruction, the Java virtual machine has two variable length instructions:
\texttt{tables\textcolor{red}{w}itch} and \texttt{lookups\textcolor{red}{w}itch}. These instructions are used to implement switch statements. The problem
is that they contain 0-3 pad bytes so that their first operand begins at an address that is a multiple of four
bytes from the start of the current method. Thus, the number of these pad bytes needs to be re-calculated
and re-assigned before the jump offsets are re-calculated.

The major problem we encountered in generating and patching security code arises due to conflicts
between the Java programming language’s support for control of inheritance and our model of inheritance
for access constraints. For example, assume that class \( R_s \) is a subclass of \( R_c \). class \( R_c \) defines a function \( f \)
which is inherited in \( R_s \). Also, assume that there is an access constraint of the form:

\[
deny (\rightarrow R_s,f) \text{ when } B
\]
Even though \( f \) is inherited from \( R_c \), it needs to be modified in order to impose the new constraint. However, since policies are inherited down, and not up, the method body of \( f \) in \( R_c \) should not be modified. One possible solution is to copy the definition of \( f \) from \( R_c \) into \( R_s \) and proceed as before. However, if \( f \) is declared to be final, copying is not a solution as it will be rejected by the Java bytecode verifier. Although it is possible to modify the class file for \( R_c \) to remove the ‘final’ constraint, such a change may lead to security holes. One solution is to modify \( R_c.f() \) to add a runtime check to see whether the current class is an instance of \( R_s \). If it is, then determine \( B \) and allow or deny access. If it is not, then proceed as normal. This solution is conceptually not elegant, as it requires a class to know about its subclasses. Another solution is to change all of the calls to \( f \) to call a new method \( f_1 \) which then conditionally calls \( f \).

4.2 Implementation Details

In this section we describe the code generation and code editing process for different instances of access constraints. We assume, for the purposes of explanation, that condition \( B \) is true if the first parameter of \( R_2 \) is equal to 5. Note that condition \( B \) only affects the nature of code that is generated for \( B \); it does not affect the general pattern of the access check code or the method of editing. Also the following technique is independent of the action that should be taken in the event that an access is denied. For our implementation, the action amounts to throwing a security exception, although it could conceivably be any programmable action, such as writing to an audit log, ending the mobile program, or even moving it to another site. These assumptions, thus, does not change the emphasis of our exposition.

4.3 Implementation of all access constraints

The first set of cases involve performing editing within the definition of a called method.

We first consider a constraint of the form

\[
\text{deny} \ (\mapsto \ R_1.f(I)V) \ \text{when} \ (#2.#1 == 5)
\]

Recall that the term \#2 refers to the entity being invoked. Thus, the term \#2.#1 refers to the first parameter of that method. Also note that the \( (I)V \) following \( R_1.f \) is the Java representation of the signature of that method. This constraint is enforced by generating code of the form shown in Figure 7 and patching the code into the body of \( f \) defined in the class file associated with \( R_1 \).

In Figure 7, the number to the left of an instruction indicates the byte offset for the instruction from the beginning of the method body. Further, a term \#i in Figures 7 and 8 indicates the \( i \)th entry in the constant pool. In code segment \( A \) of Figure 7, \#67 indexes the integer constant 5, whereas \#65 in code segment \( B \) indexes the entry for a \texttt{SecurityException} class and \#66 indexes the entry for its constructor.

Code segment \( A \) (Figure 7) contains the code for performing the conditional check, whereas code segment \( B \) contains code for throwing an exception if the boolean condition is true. This code is inserted into the beginning of the method. Note that care must be taken to ensure that the security exception object and its constructors are defined in the constant pool. If they are not, then these entries are added.

Constraints of the form

\[
\text{deny} \ (\mapsto R_2) \ \text{when} \ B
\]

specify that an instance of \( R_2 \) cannot be created if \( B \) is true. They are implemented by putting constraints on invocations of all constructors of \( R_2 \), which, in the Java bytecode, are given a special name \texttt{<init>}.

This
case is, thus, implemented by adding code similar to that shown in figure 7 to all methods with the name <init>.

4.4 Implementation of selective access constraints

We now consider the cases in which methods are modified within the calling method. The most specific case involves denying access to a method from a specific method:

\[
\text{deny } (R1.g()) \rightarrow R2.f(I)V \text{ when } (\#2.\#1 = 5)
\]

Binary editing here involves first searching for all invocations of \( R2.f(I)V \) within the body of \( R1.g() \). This involves examining the operands of all the invoke opcodes. Since the operand references a methodref entry in the constant pool, we can read the signature, method name, and class name of the method being called. If these match \( R2.f(I)V \), then the generated code is inserted before the invoke opcode.

Note that the access relationship determined in this manner may only be partially correct due to the dynamic binding of methods. It occurs in the following situation. Assume the inheritance hierarchy of figure 5. Also, assume that method \( f \) is invoked on an object \( 0 \) of type \( C \):

\[ 0.f(); \]

If entity \( 0 \) references an object of type \( C \) or type \( S \), and constraint \( B \) is defined for the method of class \( C \), the above describe approach works because the constraint is inherited in the subclass as well. The problem arises when the constraint is defined over invocations to method \( f \) of \( S \) and object \( 0 \) may reference objects of type \( C \) or type \( S \). Note that if it references objects of type \( C \), the generated code should not be added because constraints are inherited from superclasses to subclasses, and not vice-versa. However, if \( 0 \) references an object of type \( S \), the generated code should be added in order to implement the constraint. Since the reference type of \( 0 \) cannot be determined statically, additional code must be generated that checks for the type of object at runtime and performs access constraint checks on the basis of the type of the object. Thus, in cases where dynamic binding may play a role, an instanceof instruction is added to dynamically check the type of the object. The generated code for this case is shown in Figure 8.
The first step (code segment A) is to access the object reference by popping off the operand stack (containing method parameters and object reference) into local variables. It also pushes them back on the stack (in case the method is called later). Notice that this might also need to be done if the constraint refers to the parameters of the called method. The second step (B) involves pushing the object reference onto the stack, performing an 0 operation, and jumping to the method call if the object is not of type R2. Term #3 is an index into the constant pool that refers to the class R2. As in the first case, code segment C performs the conditional check, and section D throws the security exception. Section E contains the original invoke command. Term #10 is a constant pool index that refers to the method f with signature (I)V and class R2. Other instances of access constraints can be implemented using the above technique.

- The access constraint

   ```
   deny (R1.g()V → R2) when B
   ```

   is used to prevent a method from invoking any method of class R2. This can be implemented in the same manner as the previous case, except that it is carried out on all method invocations of R2.

- The access constraint

   ```
   deny (R1 → R2.f(I)V) when B
   ```
class SecState {
    public SecState() {count = 0;}
    public int check() {
        count++; return count;
    }
}

(a) Security object  (b) Control access constraints

Figure 9: The binary editing approach

is used to prevent any method of class R1 from executing method f of class R2. This is also similar to case 3. The difference is that the method body of every method defined in R1, is search for invoke opcodes.

- The access constraint

\[ \text{deny (R1} \rightarrow \text{R2) when } B \]

is used to prevent any method of class R1 from executing any method of class R2. The algorithm used here is a combination of previous cases, in which every invoke opcode regardless of the method name and signature within every method of R1 is searched for method invocations of class R2 and replaced with appropriate code.

5 Performance Analysis

In this section, we present the performance analysis of our approach. Specifically, we are interested in analyzing the following:

- What are the time and space overheads associated with the approach?

- How does the approach perform with respect to Java runtime system’s approach for enforcing access control?

We performed our experiments on a 266 MHz Pentium II running Red Hat Linux 5.0. The results show that both the time and space overheads of the approach are moderate. Further, the approach performs better than Java’s runtime system in certain cases.

5.1 Performance comparison

We first compare the performance behavior of our approach with the runtime system approach, as implemented by the JDK 1.1.3.

For this experiment we created a small program to test the performance of implementing security checks around one method invocation. Since the actual amount of work a particular site must perform depends on both the complexity of the access control policy and the number of restricted method invocations in
a program, implementing a single policy statement once forms a good basis for comparison. We based our comparisons on the access control policy and classes from example 3.3. The complete code for our approach is shown in figure 9. We implemented the same policy using Java’s security manager as shown in figure 10. The test program calls the constrained method variable number of times. The access policy is that the method cannot be called more than 1000000 times.

Figure 11(a) shows the execution times of our approach and the Java’s runtime system approach. In our approach, there is an initial overhead of about 0.08 seconds for code editing, which does not occur in the Java runtime system. However, after about 100000 method calls, our approach performs better than the Java runtime system. This is because our approach inlines the access control check code, whereas in case of the Java runtime system approach, each access constraint check involves making two method calls: one to the system (to get the security manager) and another to the security manager itself. We can reduce our cost even further by pre-editing the methods if we know that only a single access constraint will be applied to the method (as is the case in Java runtime system approach.) Our approach, in this case, will then always outperform the Java runtime system approach.

class newSecMan extends SecurityManager {
    public newSecMan() {count = 0;}
    public void check() throws SecurityException {
        count++;
        if (count > 1000000)
            throw new SecurityException();
    }
    int count, n;
}

(a) Security Manager

class R2 {
    public void f() {
        newSecMan security;
        security = System.getSecurityManager();
        if (security != null)
            security.checkf();
    }
}

(b) Resource definition

Figure 10: The Java Runtime System-based Approach

Figure 11: Comparison of executions times of our approach and Java runtime system approach

(a) Comparison of execution times with a policy
(b) Comparison of execution times without a policy
In the second experiment, we ran this experiment with no policy implemented. As shown in figure 11(b), the Java runtime system always performs worse that our approach. This is because in the Java runtime system approach, a method must always call the runtime system to check if there is a security manager installed, incurring the overhead of this call. Our approach does not incur any overhead since it does not add any code to methods that do not need to be constrained.

5.2 Overhead measurements

We have measured both the time and space related cost of modifying resources.

There are four factors that affect the execution time associated with access constraint check code generation and editing: cost associated with reading a method, the number of access constraints, types of constraints and the number of occurrences of restricted methods in a program. Note that we do not consider the cost of reading classfiles in our measurements since the run-time system must perform this operation anyway.

In the first experiment, we looked at how the size of the method being modified affects the cost of editing. Note that in this experiment, only a single method invocation needs to be wrapped. Hence, the cost of editing here is minimally affected by the size the method. The cost varied between 0.08 and 0.16 seconds for methods ranging from 0 to 3200 instructions. In the second experiment, we looked at how the cost of editing changes when the number of method calls that need to wrapped changes. We found the cost to be proportional to number of changes required in methods.

We have also calculated the increase in size caused by adding code to class definitions. While the amount of code that is added to a class is independent of the size of the class, it depends on the number of method invocations that need to be wrapped and the complexity of the boolean portion of the constraint. For one wrapper, the minimum addition size (for a true boolean constraint), is 56 bytes. For two simple boolean expressions, it is about 206 bytes. Again, we do not expect the size of the code to bloat as is the case when compiler inlines large amounts of code repeatedly.

6 Related work

In this section, we will look only at techniques that provide service level access control. Much of the work on mobile program security has dealt with supporting different levels of security for Java programs. We, therefore, first look at Java’s security model and various extensions to the model.

The initial security model [6, 15, 8] proposed by Sun for Java implements access control policies using a Security Manager. An access control policy is created by subclassing the SecurityManager class and setting this as the system's security manager. Once it is set for an application, it cannot be reset. A site then ensures that all protectable resources make an explicit call to the security manager to check if access are allowed. If the check is not allowed, the security manager throws a security exception. Otherwise, the control returns to the calling method. This decision is based on whether the code is trusted (i.e. from the local file system) or untrusted (i.e. an applet downloaded from the net).

The main difference between our approach and theirs is that the JVM specifies policies in a procedural form. This allows using the full range of Java’s language to specify any type of policy. In our approach policies are specified in a declarative form. This allows for easier expression and analysis of policies. We also allow declarative policies to include procedural aspects with the security state object.
The approach in [13] extends the Java security model to implement a domain-based access model. In this model, Java programs are given an unforgeable SecurityToken used to identify their domain. An AppletSecurity object plays the role of the Security Manager. It uses the SecurityToken of the applet to determine the capabilities of that applet, throwing a security exception if the needed capability is not there. Other capability systems have been proposed by JavaSoft, Electric Communities, and [10]. Similarly, the approach in [18] provides a more flexible mechanisms for controlling accesses to resources. Our approach differs from these works in that we propose a framework for implementing various security models and policies (including the ones implemented in [13] and [18]).

Sun recently redesigned their security model [9] in order to make the security model more flexible. The model replaces the Security Manager with an AccessController that checks if mobile programs have the permission to access specific objects. The security model defines a policy language that allows users to state which principles are allowed access to which objects.

Type hiding [23] is a modification of the dynamic linking process in Java in order to hide or replace classes seen by an applet. For example, suppose the policy says that applets should not have access to the local file system. Type hiding allows a class associated with accessing files to be replaces by a proxy class that may throw an exception when accessed. In addition, actual classes can be replaced with proxy classes that check their arguments and conditionally call original methods. This approach is similar to our approach in that it will allow a site to prevent a class from invoking the methods of another class. However, it doesn’t have the same level of granularity that we do, nor does it allow the addition of state information to mobile programs.

The approach taken in the Fox Project [20, 19] is to associate a site specific security policy with a program by constructing a compiler that takes user programs and site specific policies and generates both the binary code and proof of the program’s safety with respect to the specified policies. As an external program is migrated for execution at the kernel, the proof is validated, within the context of the site specific safety policy, at the kernel site. Unfortunately, this approach is not suited for mobile programs where different sites will have different security policies. Since proof generation is not automated, the proofs will need to be re-generated by hand for each site.

7 Summary

We have described a mechanism for implementing general security policies on mobile programs. There are two components of our approach: The first is a simple declarative access constraint language that allows a site to restrict accesses to the objects and methods of the system. The declarative nature of the language makes it easier to specify while still allowing a hook to express procedural policies if necessary. The second is a set of tools that enforce the specified constraints by editing mobile programs and resources. The approach is appealing in that a site specifies access constraints separately from both mobile program definitions and resource definitions. This means that both access constraints and resource definitions can be modified independently from each other. This makes it easier for a site to specify different access constraints for different mobile programs for the same resource. Another important advantage of the separation is that the approach can be used for enforcing security on systems that were not designed with security in the first place.

Our future work first involves generalization of the access control model to implement well-known security policies and constraints. Also, we are developing mechanisms for facilitating the process of building
security models using our approach. As part of our research in system software extensibility, we are looking at techniques for integrating our technique within the existing operating system and runtime system framework. Integration within the Java class loader is currently underway.
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